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Guide to Moab, UT Backroads & 4-Wheel Drive Trails
"Navigates your whole family along 2,550 miles of varied and spectacular terrain, from towering fourteeners to gigantic
sand dunes"--P. [4] of cover.

Hiking from Here to WOW: Utah Canyon Country
With trips along soaring mountains to high-walled canyons and plunging river gorges, Utah Byways is the ideal guide for
adventurous travelers who want to explore the stateÕs extensive network of backcountry roads. This fully updated edition
presents 65 trips in UtahÕs spectacular preserved areas such as Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, and Arches National Parks,
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, and the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. Other adventures follow the
routes of the Transcontinental Railroad and the Pony Express. Detailed descriptions are augmented with full-page
photographs and two-color maps of each trip. Icons next to each description indicate options for non-driving activities along
each route, such as biking, wildlife viewing, camping, hiking, visiting historic sites, and more. Spiral-bound.

Southwest Adventures
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This full-color guide covers 90 trails in southern Utah's spectacular canyon country that epitomize the "wonder of
wilderness." The authors hiked more than 1600 miles through Zion, Bryce, Escalante-Grand Staircase, Glen Canyon, Grand
Gulch, Cedar Mesa, Canyonlands, Moab, Arches, Capitol Reef, and the San Rafael Swell in order to compile their list of 90
WOW hikes. Coverage ranges from short dayhikes to multi-day backpacking adventures. The book describes precisely
where to find the redrock cliffs, slick-rock domes, soaring arches, and ancient ruins that make southern Utah unique. And it
does so in a refreshing style--honest, literate, entertaining, and inspiring.

The 10 Best of Everything National Parks
Lonely Planet Southwest USA
“FalconGuides point the compass to the best spots to play, climb, hike, fish, and be.” – CNN.com Lace up your boots and
sample fifty-nine of the finest trails in southern Utah’s Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the stunning
1.2-million-acre Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. With thorough descriptions and detailed maps, this book leads you
to both well-known and little-used trails, and it includes several backpack trips and a wide variety of day hikes. Whether
traveling down remote desert roads or up serene canyons, you will be rewarded with vivid memories and a yearning to
return. For more than thirty years, FalconGuides® have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks. Written by top experts,
each guide invites you to experience the adventure and beauty of the outdoors. Features: Hikes suited to every ability
Directions to the trailheads Trail Finder for best hikes for novices and families, moderate day hikes, strenuous day hikes,
and backpacking trips for all levels Comprehensive trail descriptions with mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty ratings,
average hiking times, best hiking seasons, and canine compatibility for every featured hike Information on fees and
permits, contacts, campgrounds, and more

Utah's National Parks
Books in Print, 2004-2005
Sixty backcountry drives take you along the route of the historic transcontinental railroad or the trails of the Pony Express
and Overland Stage. Find ancient rock art, discover red-rock canyons, and explore 1000-foot-deep river gorges.
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"Utah is a must for those who want to visit Salt Lake City and the other sites of the State of Deseret." -- World News
Features

Backcountry Adventures Utah
Explorer's Great Destinations puts the guide back into guidebook. This Explorer's Great Destinations guidebook focuses on
the Four Corners Region of the American Southwest, including parts of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah.

Guide to Moab, UT Backroads & 4-Wheel Drive Trails
Includes Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico.

Backcountry Adventures Southern California
Describing thirty-six breathtaking drives in the American Southwest, a handy combination of road atlas and travel guide
encompasses helpful maps, logs, and lodging and dining information. Original.

Guide to Colorado Backroads & 4-Wheel Drive Trails
Discover soaring sandstone cliffs, ancient rock-art, sun-baked desert, and open woodlands of pinyon and juniper. Up-to-date
trail and campground information are featured in this second edition and 124 different hikes are detailed. Includes
descriptions of desert geology, plants and animals, and a topographic map for each hike.

Utah Trails Central Region
Want to explore the Grand Canyon ? Glide down mountains on the world's greatest snow ? Watch red rock turn fiery at
sundown ? This guide tells you where to fond these thrills and more in the Southwest. From ancient cliff dwellings to
Biosphere 2, slot canyons to Vegas slot machines, this guide takes independent travelers to the regions stunning sites. Full
coverage of national parks and monuments, including the Grand Canyon, Carlsbad Caverns, Bryce Canyon and Zion.
Extensive information on outdoor activities for every season. Restaurant and lodging suggestions to suit every budget,
whether you're a camper or a high roller. 147 detailed maps of cities, towns, trails and natural sites.
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Southwest
Utah Byways
Follow-up to the original guide, this book covers backroads in northern Colorado. Many trails are near Denver, Boulder and
Fort Collins. Other trails are near Steamboat Springs, Grand Junction, Overland, Nederland, Grand Lake, Winter Park, Central
City, Rollinsville and Battlement Mesa. Most trails are north of Interstate 70. Includes 40 trails, 46 maps and over 140
photographs. Twenty-eight trails are suitable for stock SUBs.

Backcountry Adventures Arizona
42 day hikes from Arches and Canyonlands National Parks near Moab, Utah. Full color photography, color maps, and
profiles. Hiker friendly format including our popular Hikes Chart helps hikers find hikes quickly and efficiently.

Explorer's Guide The Four Corners Region: Where Colorado, Utah, Arizona & New Mexico Meet:
A Great Destination
The Best of Edward Abbey
A guide to hiking trails and jeep roads in Canyonlands National Park, Utah, including 240 color and black & white
photographs and 59 detailed trail maps

Favorite Hikes in and Around Zion National Park
This guidebook contains detailed trail information for 57 trails in and around Moab, Monticello, Canyonlands National Park,
Arches National Park, Green River, Mexican Hat, Bluff, and Blanding. NEW, full COLOR addition to our Trails series! These
handy 6x9? books include scenic drives plus a whole lot more! Including some of America's best mountain biking, hiking,
camping and fishing areas! Ghost towns galore? Step back into the past while wandering through abandoned mining areas,
old buildings, and even entire towns. INCLUDES GPS coordinates throughout each book.
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Utah
Backcountry Adventures Arizona guides readers along 2,670 miles of the state's most remote and scenic back roads, from
the lowlands of the Yuma Desert to the high plains of the Kaibab Plateau. Trail history comes to life through accounts of
Indian warriors like Cochise and Geronimo, and the famous Indian lawman Wyatt Earp.

Southwest USA and Las Vegas
This book covers the same areas as previous editions, but with lots of updates, plus half a dozen completely new hiking
regions are included. Lots of new history added too. One is a hike, or drive if the 4WD road it's too bad, to and area where
in 1943, a US Army Air Force plane went down–which happens to be in a very scenic place. Also included in the history part
are a couple of shoot-outs: one being the killing of Shoot-'Em-Bill Hatfield, of Hatfield & McCoy's fame, along with new
history of the San Rafael Ranches, the old mail trail running between Green River and Hanksville, plus more. It also has the
story of the 2 young sheepherders who shot Sheriff Burns in 1894 in the mountains east of Castle Valley, but escaped to
McCarty Canyon where they had a shootout with other marshals. Those marshals were guided by Sid & Rod Swasey. Those
2 boys escaped and lived their lives elsewhere–but no one knows where they went, or under what new names they may
have used. If their kinfolk know, they aren't talking! Also in this edition is an updated history of the Swasey family and their
adventures in the San Rafael region. All that research is the reason this book is a little late coming out. Also, new to this
edition are lots more hikes to rock art sites.

Gay Travel A to Z
Covers national historical parks, monuments and battlefields, and scenic trails and features lists including the best lodges,
hippest hikes, and most stunning star-gazing sites, as well as park-ranger anecdotes and travel tips.

Guide to Northern Colorado Backroads & 4-Wheel-Drive Trails
Guide to Colorado Backroads & 4-Wheel-Drive Trails
The 100 trails in this book may be the best batch ever put together in one place. Whether you are a newcomer to
4-wheeling or an experienced veteran, you are sure to have fun. In fact, we guarantee it. The Trails are grouped into seven
key areas in the heart of Colorado's most beautiful high country. Most are convenient to Denver and the Front Range. A
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color format makes planning your next adventure simpler than ever. Easy, moderate, and difficult routes are color coded,
while symbols quickly show kinds of vehicles allowed on each trail. This includes unlicensed UTVs, ATVs and dirt bikes.A
separate mileage log ties numbered locations along the route to a custom map and "Aerial Terrain" view. GPS coordinates
are provided for each numbered location. Included are reverse mileages for all trails and historical highlights.All this is
supported by an active Web site, which includes free trail updates, GPS downloads and an e-mail newsletter.

Wyoming Backroads
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Southwest USA is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Nourish your soul as you soak
up the sheer immensity of the Grand Canyon, chase the neon lights in Las Vegas, or be lured by the ski slopes, hiking trails
and white-water rapids of Taos; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Southwest USA and begin your
journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's Southwest USA Travel Guide: Colour maps and images throughout Highlights and
itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around
like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers,
websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden
gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, politics,
lifestyle, Native Americans, culture, art, literature, cinema, music, architecture, landscapes, wildlife, environmental issues,
cuisine, beer, wine, customs, etiquette Covers Las Vegas, Nevada, Arizona, Greater Phoenix, Grand Canyon Region, Navajo
Reservation, Taos, Las Vegas, New Mexico, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Southwestern Colorado, Utah and more eBook Features:
(Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges
Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly
flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet Southwest USA , our most comprehensive guide to Southwest USA, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking
roads less traveled. Looking for a guide focused on Las Vegas? Check out Lonely Planet's California guide for a
comprehensive look at all the city has to offer; Discover Las Vegas, a photo-rich guide to the city's most popular attractions;
or Pocket Las Vegas, a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973,
Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an awardwinning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely Planet covers must-see
spots but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which
they find themselves. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the
physical edition.
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Utah National Parks
Concise and accurate directions, custom made colored relief maps, stunning photos, GPS Waypoints displayed in Degrees
and Dicimal Minutes, all in FULL COLOR.

Hiking Canyonlands and Arches National Parks
NEW COLOR VERSION IS AVAILABLE. See ADLER PUBLISHING listing for UTAH TRAILS CENTRAL REGION.

Utah Trails Moab Region
4WD Trails and Outlaw Hideouts of Utah
The beautiful landscape of the Four Corners Region and other Natural Monument areas come to life through an
indispensable hiking guide covering trails suited for all skill levels, complete with maps, itineraries, and color photos.
Original.

Books in Print
The most complete coverage of gay and lesbian travel options available anywhere is detailed in this comprehensive guide
produced by a gay publisher who has specialized exclusively in gay and lesbian travel since 1980. The features most
remarked upon are the multiple indexes that allow readers to find things in different ways.

Hiking Grand Staircase-Escalante & the Glen Canyon Region
Favorite Hikes In & Around Zion National Park This ultimate year-round hiking guide for all ages and skill levels covers 50
spectacular hikes within a 100-mile radius of Zion's east side¿the heart of canyon country.Hike Area Includes: Zion National
Park Bryce Canyon National Park Grand Canyon National Park Cedar Breaks National Monument Paria Canyon Wilderness
Canaan Mountain Wilderness Grand Staircase-Escalante National Mounment Kaibab and Dixie National Forests

Hiking and Exploring Utah's San Rafael Swell
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Describes 80 easy, moderate, and difficult trails, mostly convenient to Denver and the Front Range. The trails are colorcoded, with symbols showing the kinds of vehicles allowed, including unlicensed UTVs, ATVs and dirt bikes. Also includes
mileage logs, aerial terrain views, GPS coordinates, and historical highlights.

4Wd Trails
Lace up your boots and sample more than sixty of the finest hiking trails in southeastern Utah, where the breathtaking
canyons, multicolored sandstone arches, and magnificent spires of Canyonlands and Arches National Parks provide the
setting for countless outdoor adventures. Let veteran hiker Bill Schneider lead you past eight sandstone arches on the
Devils Garden Trail in Arches National Park; take you over slickrock to the Harvest Scene panel in the remote Maze District;
and show you the sweeping view of White Rim Country through awesome Mesa Arch in the Island in the Sky District. With
Hiking Canyonlands and Arches National Parks in hand, you'll discover the most spectacular trails and amazing scenery
Utah's red rock country has to offer. Inside you'll find: Accurate directions to popular as well as less-traveled trails In-depth
trail information Difficulty ratings for each hike Detailed trail maps GPS coordinates for all trailheads Outstanding color
photography Whether you're a day-tripper or long-distance hiker, old hand or novice, you'll find trails suited to every ability
and interest in Hiking Canyonlands and Arches National Parks.

4WD Trails: Central Utah
An account of the author's existence, observations and reflections, as a seasonal park ranger in southeast Utah

Utah's National Parks
During the 1980s and 1990s, a club called Pass Patrol traveled the Rocky Mountain Region. They used 4-Wheel Drive Trails
and backcountry roads in search of scenic and historic locations. Members of the club were interested in visiting remote
country that few people ever see. A series of guide books was published by Larry E Heck titled the Adventures of Pass
Patrol. That series of books has faded into history.Welcome to Pass Patrol Recollections Volume Two.This book, 4WD Trails
& Outlaw Hideouts of Utah, gives new life to the adventures experienced by that club during the 1980s and 1990s. By
recovering the stories and most of the images from dusty archives, Larry E Heck has revived what was thought to be lost.
As with the original stories, directions and GPS positions help guide the way for those who wish to find out what remains.

Canyonlands National Park
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The 4WD Trails books are a series of inexpensive 4WD travel guides that include the trail information for selected regions
included in the comprehensive 4WD Adventures series. All three titles provide all the information needed for anyone with a
sport utility vehicle to explore about 30 backcountry trails within a selected region of Colorado, from easy to challenging.
They feature approximately 50 photographs and step-by-step directions for each trail. Every trail includes a two-color map,
ratings for degree-of-difficulty and scenic beauty, driving time, overall and point-to-point distances, and GPS coordinates.
Write-ups include brief histories of the trails, the ghost towns, and mining operations in the area.

Backcountry Adventures Colorado
Beautifully crafted, high quality, sewn, 4 color guidebook. Part of a multiple book series of books on travel through
America's beautiful and historic backcountry. Directions and maps to 2,970 miles of routes that travel through the beautiful
mountain regions of Big Sur, across the arid Mojave Desert, and straight into the heart of the aptly named Death Valley.
Trail history comes alive through the accounts of Spanish Missionaries; eager prospectors looking to cash in during
California's gold rush; and legends of lost mines. Includes wildlife information and photographs to help readers identify the
great variety of native birds, plants, and animal they are likely to see. Contains 153 trails, 640 pages, and 645 photos.

Desert Solitaire
OUT OF PRINT. WAS BEEN REPLACED WITH BACKCOUNTRY ADVENTURES: UTAH (ISBN: 1-930193-12-2)

Utah Byways
A mix of fiction and essays by the author described as “the Thoreau of the American West” (Larry McMurtry, The
Washington Post). Edward Abbey himself compiled this volume representing some of his greatest work—including selections
from such novels as The Monkey Wrench Gang, The Brave Cowboy, and Black Sun, as well as a number of expressive and
acerbic essays. Renowned for inspiring modern environmentalists—though his interests ranged as widely as the landscapes
he loved—Abbey offers an entertaining introduction to his writing, including excerpts from the autobiographical Desert
Solitaire, in addition to his own sketches illustrating the text throughout.

Hiking the Southwest's Canyon Country
Backcountry Adventures: Utah provides detailed directions for 175 backcountry roads throughout Utah, all suitable for stock
sport utility vehicles. All you need is an SUV, a sense of adventure, and your copy of Backcountry Adventures: Utah. Book
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jacket.
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